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Is there trouble brewing in Hawaii’s Real Estate Market? For several reasons, one in 
particular is the rising Average For Sale and Sold Prices.  

Why are we even asking this question? The answer is because all across the U.S. 
Mainland right now people are talking about the following and asking “Is there housing 
bubble coming?” 

• Home prices Nation-wide rose at double-digit rates: 15%-16% 

• Home prices in some areas have risen faster than incomes 

• May 2013 marked the 15th straight month in overall price increases, the first time 
this has happened since year 2006 

• In the San Francisco Bay Area Cash Buyers represented 28% of the transactions 
for May 2013 and this far and above the historical level of 13%. Considering Cash 
Buyers do not have to deal with restraints from lenders this is causing Biding Wars 

• Investors in many cases are driving out individual home buyers 
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Let’s take a look at what is happening with Oahu’s home prices: 

 

Above, is what it looks like over the long haul for the Average For Sale Price of Single 
Family Homes and below the is the short view. Overall, not much increase in value. 
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For Condos, like Single Family Homes the Average For Sale has not increased 
significantly. 
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Taken from the Honolulu Board of Realtors Stats section we see that back in June 2012 
the Median Sold Price was $619,500 and in July 2007, at the height of the market it was 
$640,000. As of May 2013 the Median was $626,500 or 98% of the height. 

Unlike the Mainland where the Housing Market pundents are spouting that even if with 
the increase in the Average Sold Price we are still -7% undervalued (a National figure) 
says Jed Kolko an economist for Trulia.com. 

Somehow I do not think this applies to Oahu home prices. It scares me a little bit to 
think that home prices are already at 98% of their peak back in 2007 before the crash in 
year 2008.  

We are talking about Oahu in general for Single Family Homes and in certain spots 
around Oahu it is even more pronounced. 
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This percentage increase in the Average For Sale Price of Single Family Homes in Kailua 
is less than the +3% for all of Oahu’s Single Family Homes. 
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Single Family Homes 

 

What is even more concerning is currently we are a smidgen higher in the Median Sold 
Price now than we were back at the crash in year 2008. 

Condos 
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As of May 2013 the Average Sold Price of Oahu’s Condos of $315,000 represents 83% of 
the $380,000 Median Sold Price of March 2007 at it’s peak. Not as bad as the Single 
Family Homes but still 83% of the peak. 

 

 

Clearly, a diffinent rise in the Average Sold Price. 
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Now here are two very interesting graphs I produced combining the rise in the Average 
Sold Price combined with the Inventory levels for both Single Family Homes and Condos 
for the same time periods: 

 

 

Although the inventory levels of Single Family Homes droped by -51% and Condos 
droped by -49% the increase in the Average Sold Prices respectively only rose +6% and 
+3%. This definitely shows us that the severe drop in inventory for Oahu’s Single Family 
Homes and Condos has had almost no bearing upon the increase in the Average Sold 
Prices for both. 
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There is no case that the severe drop in inventory is tied into an increase in the Average 
Sold Price for either Kailua or all of Oahu’s Single Family Homes and Condos. 
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There is no Bubble in Hawaii nor is there a Bubble in the Mainland. 

 

What is causing concern are pockets of escalating home prices, particularly in the 
Mainland, not Hawaii, where the inventory has so dramatically shrunk, coupled with the 
enormous amount of home buyer demand with stringent lending practices of Mortgagors 
that has caused the Averages and Medians of Asking and Sold prices to so escalate into 
double digit figures. 

Why not? New home construction is still sitting on the sidelines trying to read the ‘tea 
leaves’ to discern whether or not they should try and get a massive loan to build new 
homes when in most cases the Mortage Companies will still not lend to them and this is 
causing an even more severe shortage of housing that will effect us for years to come. 

• High Buyer Demand 

• Stringent Lending Practices 

• Underwater Home Owners 

• Reserved Pricing: Home owners waiting for the prices to rise before they list 

All of this constributing to the Multiple Offers, especially in Hawaii where there is 
abundance of Cash Buyers crowding out everyone else for the premium properties to 
be had while the other buyers have to deal with Mortgage Companies. All of this is 
causing a rise in prices, but really? The truth is the prices in Hawaii are not rising all that 
much. 

I see no Bubble ahead of us in Hawaii but I do see a slowly returning ‘Normal’ market in 
the near years to come. 

I hope that you have enjoyed this report.  

If there is every anything you need, have a question or two, just let me know, I will be 
happy to help you! 

Please take a look at my website at www.hawaiirealestatestatistics.com as well as my 
brand new site: www.kailuarealestatestatistics.com to know all the time…what is 
happening in the market.  

I wish you much Aloha! 

Mike Gallagher, Mike Gallagher Real Estate, Inc. 

808-384-9015 Cell, mikeg@hawaii.rr.com 
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